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Introduction 

These texts were written in 2011, the Am year of 
the European uprising, when European society 
entered into a deep crisis (hat seems tO me much 
more a crisis of social imagination than mere 
economics. Economie dogma has taken hold of 
th e public diseourse for three decades, and has 
dcstroyed the critical power of political reason. 
The eollapse of the global economy has exposed 
the dangers of economic dogmati sm, but its 
ideology has already been incorpof3ted into the 
automa[isms of living society. 

Political decision has been replaced by techno
Iinguistic automatisms embedded in the inter
connected global machine, and social choices are 
submicted ta psychic automatisms embcdded in 
social discourse and in the social imaginary. 

But the depth of the catastrophe represented by 
the collapse is awakening hidden potencies of the 
social brain. The financiaJ collapse marks the 
beginning of an insurrection whose Arst g1impses 
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werc ~ccn 111 London, Athens, and Rome in 
Dccembcr 2010 .. Ulcl whkh bccame massive in the 
May-June arllmplldll in Spain, in lIle four August 
nighLS of r;tge in the English suburbs. and in the 
wave of slrikes and occup:ILÏons in the US . 

The European c;ollapse is not simply the effect 
of a crlsls th:n is o nly ec;onomic and financial
[his is a ( risis of imagination about the future. as 
weil. Thc Maastricht rules have become unques· 
lÎonable dogmas. algorithmic formulae and magical 
spel ls gua rded by the high priests of the European 
Centra l Bank and promoted by swckbrokers 
and advisors. 

Financial power is based on the exploitation of 
precariolls, cognitive labor: the general intellect in 
its preselll (orm o( separation from the body. 

The gellcral intellcct, in its present configuration, 
is fragmented and dispossessed of self.perœpcion 
and self·consCÎotlsness. Only the conscious mobi· 
IizalÎon of the erodc body of the general intellect, 
only the poctic revitalization of language, wilt 
open the way 10 the emergence of a ncw forrrt of 
social autoll orny. 

Irreversibiliry 

1" 5 difficull for someon e of my generarion w break 
free of the ÎntdlcclUal automacism of the dialectical 
happy en ding. 



Just as the Vienna Congress's resroration was 
followed by the People's Spring in 1848, juSt as 
fascism was followed by resistance and liberation, 
50 now the political instinct of my generation (the 
'68 generation, the last modern generation, in a 
sense) is expecting the resroration of democracy, 
the return of social solidarity, and the reversai of 
financial dictatorship. 

This expectation may be deceptive, and we 
should he able [Q enhance the space of our historical 
prefiguration, sa as ro become able to abandon the 
conceptual framework of historical progress, and 
ta imagine the prospect of irreversibility. In the 
sphere of the current bio-economic totalitarianism, 
lhe incorporation of techno-linguistic automa
tisms produced by semio-capital has produced a 
form that is not an external domination that acts 
on the body, but a mutation of the social organism 
itself. This is why historical dialectics no longer 
work at the level of understanding the process 
and the prospects: the prospect of irreversibility 
is replacing the prospect of subversion, so we 
have ra rethink [he concept of auranomy from 
chis perspective. 

"Irreversibility" is a taboo word in modern 
political discourse, because it contradicts the prin
ciple of rational government of the Flow of 
events-which is the necessary condition of 
rational government, and the primary contribution 
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of humanism tO the theory and the practice of 
modern politics. Machiavelli speaks of the Prince 
as a male force who is able (0 subdue fortuna 
(chance, the chaotic Aow of evenu), the female 
side of history. 

What we are expe riencing now, in the age of 
in finite acceleration of the infosphere, is the 
following: feminine fortuna can no longer he sub· 
jected and domestÎcated by the masculine force of 
political reason, becausefortuna is embodied in the 
chaotic flows of the overcrowded infosphere and in 
the chaotic AOM of finandal microtrading. The 
disproportion between the arrivai rate of new 
information and the Iimited dme available for 
conscÎous processing generares hypercomplexity. 
Therefore projects that propose tO rationally 
change rhe whole social field are out of the picture. 

The hori7..0n of our dme is marked by the 
Fukushima event. Compared to the noisy catasuo
phcs of the eanhquake and the tsunami, Tokyo's 
silent apocalypse is more frighœning and suggesrs a , 
new framework of social expectation fo r daily life on 
the planet. The megalopolis is directly exposed co 
the Fukushima fallout, but life is proceeding ai mas! 
normally. Only a few people have abandoned the 
dry. Most dtizens have stayed there. buying mineraI 
waœr as they have always done, breathing with face 
masks on their mouths as they have always done. 
A few cases of air and warer contamination arc 



dcnounced. Concerns about food safcey have 
prompted US officials co hait the importation of 
certain foods from Japan. But the Fukushima effect 
does flOt imply a disruption of sociallife: poison has 
become a normal feature of daily Iife. the second 
nature we have to inhabit. 

During the last few years disruptions have mul· 
tiplied in the planetary landscape, but they have 
not produced a change in the dominant paradigm, 
a oonscious movement of self.organizarion, or a 
revolutionary upheaval. 

The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico has not led 
ro the eviction of BP, it has rarher consolidatcd its 
power, because BP was the only force which coulcl 
manage the disTuption and hopefully bring it 
under control. 

The financial collapse of September 2008 did 
not lead [0 a change in US economic poli tics. 
Dcspile the hopes raised by Barack Obama's vic
tory. the financial dass did not relax ilS grip on 
the economy. 

ln Euro~. after the Greek crisis in 2010. 
neoliberal ideology-although dearly the source of 
the collapse-has not been dismissed. On the 
contrary. the Greek disruption (and the following 
Irish and Italian and Spanish and Porruguese 
disruptions) has strengthened the rigor of mone· 
larisl policies and stressed the prospect of reducing 
salaries and social spending. 



At a systemic level, change is taking the form of 
positive feedback. 

In his work on cybernetics, Norbert Wiener 
speaks of negative feedback in order to define the 
output of a system when it acts to oppose changes 
to the input of the system, with the resuh [hat (he 
changes are reduced and attenuated. If the overall 
feedback of the system is negative, then the system 
will tend tO be stable. In the social field, for 
instance, we can say that the system is exhibiting 
negative feedback if protem and flghts oblige the 
industry to increase saJaries and reduce exploitation 
when social misery become.s too hard and [00 

widespread. 
In Wiener's parlance, a system exhibits positive 

feedback when, on the conrrary, it increases the 
magnitude of a perturbation in re.sponse tO the 
perturbation itself. Obviously, unintended positive 
feedback may be fa r from being "positive" in the 
sense of desirable. We can also speak of self· 
reinforci ng feedback. 

My impression is [his: in conditions of 'fnfo· 
acceleracion and hypercomplex.ity, as the conscious 
and rational will becomes unable tO check and tO 
adjust the trends, the trends themselve.s become 
self-reinforcing up to the poinr of final collapse. 
Look at the vicious cirde: right-wing electoral 
victorics and dictatorships of ignorance. When 
right.wing parties win, thdr first preoccupation 



is to impoverish public schooling and ta prop up 
media conformism. The result of the spread of 
ignorance and conformism will be a new electoral 
victary, and so on. This is why it is difficult not 
to see the fmure of Europe as a dark blend of 
techno-financial authoritarianism and aggressive 
populist reacrion. 

Autonomy, in this condition, will he essemially 
the ability to escape environmems where the 
positive feedback is switched on. How is it possible 
to do that, when we know that the planetary 
environment and global society are increasingly 
subjected to this catastrophic trend? 

How can we think of a process of subjectivatian 
when precarity is jeapardizing social solidarity 
and when the social body is wired by techno
linguistic automatisms which reduce its activity 
ta a repetition of embedded patterns ofbehavior? 

With this book, 1 am trying to develop the 
theoretical suggestions of Christian Marazzi, Paolo 
Virno, and Maurizio Lazzarata in an unusual 
direction. These thinkers have conceptualized the 
relation between language and the economy, and 
described the subsumption and the subjugarian 
of the biopolitical sphere of affection and language 
ta 6nancial capitalism. l am 100 king for a way 
ta subvert this subjugation, and 1 try ta do that 
from the unusual perspectives of poetry and 
sensibility. 
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Swarm 

When the social body is wired by techno-linguistic 
autamatisms, it acts as a swarm: a co1!ective organism 
whose behavior is amomatically directed by 
connective interfaces. 

A multitude is a plurality of conscious and 
sensitive beings sharing no common intentionality, 
and showing no common pattern ofbehavior. The 
crowd shuffiing in the ciry moves in coundess 
different directions with countless ditferem moti
vations. Everybody goes [heir own way, and the 
intersection of those displacements makes a crowd. 
SometÎmes the crowd moves in a coordinated way: 
people run together towards the station because 
the train is soon expected ta leave, people stop 
together at trafflc lighrs. Everybody moves fol1owing 
his or her will, within the constraints of social 
interdependency. 

If we want ta undersrand something more 
about the present social subjectivity, the concept of , 
the multitude needs tO be complemented with the 
concepts of the network and swarm. 

A network is a plurality of organic and artificial 
beings, of humans and machines who perform 
cOrn mon actions thanles to procedures that make 
possible their interconnection and interoperation. 
If you do not adapt tO these procedures, if you 
don't follow the technical rules of the game, you 



are not playing the game. If you don't reacr to 
ce rtain stimuli in the programmed way, you don'( 
form part of me nerwork. The behavior of persons 
in a network is not aleatory, like the movements of 
a crowd, because the network implies and predis~ 
poses pathways for the networker. 

A swarm is a pluraliry of living beings whose 
behavior follows (or seems to foUow) rules embed~ 
ded in their neural systems. Biologists cali a swarm 
a multitude of animais of similar size and bodily 
orientation, moving together in the same direction 
and performing actions in a coordinated way, like 
bees building a hive or moving toward a plant 
where they can find resources for making honey. 

In conditions of social hypercomplexity, human 
beings tend to act as a swarm. When the infosphere 
is too dense and too fast for a conscious daboration 
of information, people tend co conform to shared 
hehavior. In a letter to John Seabrook, Bill Gates 
wrote: "the digital revolution is ail about facilitation
crearing tools to make things easy" (Seabrook, 
52). In a broader sense, we may say that in the 
digital age, power is ail about making things easy. 

ln a hypercomplex environmenr mat cannot he 
properly understood and governed by the individual 
mind, people will foUow simplified pathways and 
will use complex.ity~reducing interfaces. 

This is why social behavior today seems to be 
trapped into regular and inescapable patterns of 



interaction. Techno-linguistic procedures, financial 
obligations, social needs, and psycho-media inva
sion-ail this capillaric machinery is framing the 
field of the possible, and incorporating common 
cognitive patterns in the behavior of social actors. 

$0 we may say that social life in the semio
capital sphere is becoming a swarm. 

ln a swarm il is nOl impossible tO say "no." It's 
irrelevant. Vou can express your refusai, your rebel
lion and your nonalignmem, but this is not going 
ta change the direction of the swarm, nor is it 
going ta affect the way in whicb the swarm's brain 
is elaborating information. 

Automation of Language 

The impli cation of language in the financial 
economy is crucial in the contemporary process 
of subjectivation. 

ln this book, 1 am {rying to think about the 
process of emancipating language and affect§. and 
1 stan from the concept of insolvency. 

Insolvency is not only a refusai to pay the costs 
of the economic crisis provoked by the financial 
class, but ir is a[so a rejection of the symbolic debt 
embodied in me cultural and psychic normaliza
tian of daily life. Misery is based on the cultural 
conformism of the nudear family, on the secluded 
privacy of individual existence. Privatization of 



necds and affects has subjected social energies ta 
th e chain of capitalist culture. The hisrory of 
capitalist domination cannat be dissodated from 
th e production and privatization of need-i.e .• 
th e creation of cultural and psychic habits of 
dependence. Social insolvency means independence 
From the list of priorities that capitalist conformism 
has imposed on society. 

From a linguistic and affective point of view, 
insolvency is the line of escape from the reduction 
of language to exchange. 

The connective sign recombines automatically 
in the universal language machine: the digital
flnancial machine that codifies existential flows. 
The ward is drawn into this proces.s of automation, 
so we find it frozen and abmact in the disempa
thetic life of a society that has become incapable of 
solidarity and autonomy. The amomation of the 
word takes place on two levels. 

The ficst level concerns monetarizatÎon and 
subjection to the financial cycle: signs faIt under 
the domination of finance when the financial 
function (the accumulation of value through 
scmiotic circulation) cancels the instinctual side 
of enunciation, so that what is enunciated may 
be compatible with digital-financial formats. 
The production of meaning and of value takes 
the form of parthenogenesis: signs produce signs 
wühout any longer passing through the flesh. 
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Monetary value produces more monetary vaJue 
withour being first realized rhrough the material 
production of goods. 

A second level is indexicaliz.:uioll. In his paper 
tided "Quand les mots valent de l'or," Frédéric 
Kaplan speaks of the process of language's indexi
calization in the framework of Internet search 
engines. l wo algorithms define the reducrion of 
linguistic meaning ro economic value via a Google 
search: the first finds the various occurrences of a 
word, the second links words with monetary value. 

The subsumprion of language by the semie
capitalisr cycle of production effectively freezes the 
affective potencies of language. 

The history of chis subsumption passes through 
the twentieth century, and poetry predicted and 
prefigurated the separation of language from the 
affective sphere. Ever since Rimbaud caHed for a 
dhigkmmt de tous 1($ snu, poets have experimented 
with the forgetting of the referent and with the 
autonomous evocation of the signifier. 

The experÎence of French and Russian symbolism 
broke the referen tial-denotative link between the 
word and the world. Arlhe same rime, symbolisr 
pocts enhanced the connorarional potency of lan
guage ta the point of explosion and hyperinclusion. 
Words became polysemous evocations for other 
words, and thus became epiphanic. This magic of 
pomeferential language anticipated the general 



process of dereferentialization that occurred when 
che economy became a semio-economy. 

The financializadon of the capitalist economy 
implies a growing abstraction of work from its useful 
function, and of communication from its bodily 
dim ension. As symbolism experimented with the 
.separadon of the linguistic signifier from its deno
c:.lional and referential function, 50 financial 
c.;apiralism, after internali1.ing Iinguistic potencies, 
has separated the monetary signifier from its func
do n of denotation and reference to physical goods. 

Financial signs have led ra a parthenogenesis of 
value, creating money through money without the 
gencrative intervention of physical matter and 
rnuscular work. Financial parthenogenesis sucks 
down and dries up every social and linguistic 
poreney, dissolving the products ofhuman activity, 
especially of collective semiotic activity. 

The word is no longer a factor in the conjunction 
of talking affective bodies, but a connecrar of signi
fying functions transcodified by me economy. Once 
deprived of its conjunctive ability, me word becomes 
a recombinant function, a discreet (versus conrinuous) 
and formalized (versus instinctual) operator. 

ln 1977 the American anthropologist Rose 
Khon Goldsen, in The Show and Tell Machine, 
wrote the following words: "Wc are breeding a new 
ge neration of human bdngs who willlearn more 
words from a machine than from thdr mothers." 
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That generation is here. The connective genera
rion entering the social scene today fully suffers the 
pathogenic and disempathetic effects of the 
auromadon of me word. 

Poetry and the Deautomation of Language 

Wr havr tf)() mail} things and not mough [orms. 
-Gustave Flaubert, Prifau à la lJir d'tcrivain 

Fonn fascinam whm onr no long" hm tk [oru to 

undmtand joru /rom within itJrlJ. 

- Jacques Derrida, Writing and Diffrrrnu 

The voice and poetry are lWO strategies for reacrivation. 
Once poetry foresaw the aba ndon ment of 

referentiality and the automation of language; 
now poetry may stan the process of reactivating 
the emotional body, and therefore of reactivating 
social solidarity, starting from the reactivation of , 
the desi ring force of en unciation. 

For Giorgio Agamben, in ldnguag~ and D~alh. 
the voice is the point of conjunction berween 
meaning and flesh. The voice is the bodily singu
larity of the signi fYi ng process, and cannot be 
reduced ta the operational function of language, 
notwithstanding the research in protocols and 
procedures for vocal recognition. 



Poetry is the voice of language, in this sense: it 
is the reemergence of the deictic function (from 
deixis, self~indication) of enunciation. Poetry is the 
here and now of the voice, of the body, and of the 
word, sensously giving birth ta meaning. 

While rhe functionality of the operational 
word implies a reduction of the act of enuncia~ 
tion ta connective recombinabiliry, poetry is the 
cxcess of senSliousness exploding ioto the circuitry 
of social communication and opening again the 
dynamic of the inflnite game of ioterpretation: 
desire. 

In the introdution to the first volume of his 
seminal book Du Sem, Algirdas Julien Greimas 
speaks of interpretation as an infinite slippage of 
the transition from signifier ra signifled. 

This inflnire slippage (or slide, or drift) is based 
on the intimare ambiguity of the emotional side of 
language {language as excess movement). 

We have tO stan a process of deautomating the 
word, and a process of reactivating sensuousness 
(singulariry of enllnciation, the voice) in the sphere 
of social communication. 

Desire is monstruous, it is cruel, and noncom~ 
pliance and nonrecombinability are at the inmost 
nature of singularity. Singularity cannot he compliant 
with a flnite order of interpretation, but it can be 
compassionare with the inflnite ambiguity of 
meaning as senSUOliS llnderstanding. Compassion 



is sensibiliry open to the perception of uncountable 
sensuous bei ngs, the conditio n for an autonomous 
becoming~other, beyond the financial frceze, 
beyond the techno-linguistic conformism [hat is 
making sociallife a desert of meaning. 

PoetÎc language is the insolvency in the field of 
enu nciation: it refuses the exaction of a semiotic 
debt. Deixis (oei;lç) acts against the reduction of 
language to indexicalization and abstract indi~ 

viduation, and the voice acts against the recombinant 
desensualizarion of language. 

Poctic language is the occupation of the space of 
communication br words which escape the order 
of exchangeabiliry: the rood of excess. says WiUiam 
Blake, leads ta the palace of wisdom. And wisdom 
is the space of singulariry. bodily signification, the 
creation of sensuous meaning. 

, 



THE EUROPEAN COLLAPSE 

THE FINANCIAL BLACK HO lE AND THE 

VANISHING WORlD 

Finance is the most abstract level of economic 
symbolizarion. It is The culmination of a process of 
progressive abstraction rhat started wirh capitalist 
industrialization. Marx speaks of abstract labor 
in the sense of an increased distancing of human 
activity from its con crete usefulness. In his 
words, capitalism is the application of human 
ski lls as a means ta obrain a more abstract goal: the 
accumulation of value. Nevertheless, in the age of 
indusrrialization analyzed by Marx, the production 
of useful goods was still a necessary step in the 
process of valorization itself. In arder to produce 
abstract value, the industrial capitalist was ohliged 
(0 produce useful things. This is no longer the case 
today, in the sphere of semio~capital. In the world 
of flnancial capitalism, accumulation no longer 
passes through the production of goods, but goes 
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